*Practical Hematopoietic Stem Cell Transplantation* provides a quick, convenient overview of hematopoietic stem cell transplantation (HSCT). Although the book was designed to assist health care professionals in their treatment of transplant patients, its non-technical language and broad overview of the subject matter make it a useful resource for anyone interested in learning about HSCT, either for personal or professional reasons.

Over the past decade, the success rate of HSCT has increased dramatically, as has the range of patients who may be considered candidates for stem cell transplantation. Today, HSCT is used to treat a wide variety of disorders such as leukemia, anemia, and immunodeficiency.

Consequently, there is a growing need to understand how HSCT should be conducted in order to maximize its effectiveness. To address this need, the authors of this book focus on many of the questions that arise when considering HSCT as a treatment option. Specifically, they discuss how a donor should be selected and how a patient should be prepared for the transplant procedure. The potential benefits and side effects of HSCT are outlined, and the authors pay special attention to the screening, prevention, and treatment of the more common adverse effects. Further, an extensive reading list is provided for each subject area, thereby offering the reader a starting point for further research.

The usefulness of *Practical Hematopoietic Stem Cell Transplantation* is augmented by the fact that it differentiates between children and adult patients. The authors acknowledge that children and adults may receive HSCT for different reasons and the age of a patient may affect how that patient is treated both before and after HSCT. Treatment options are outlined for multiple age groups, as are the necessary follow-up procedures after HSCT has been completed.

What perhaps may be the most constructive aspect of this work, however, is that the authors address not only how doctors should treat HSCT recipients within the hospital, but patient home care as well. The book describes how HSCT can affect various aspects of a patient's daily life and discusses how these occurrences may be anticipated or circumvented. Further, the authors take care to discuss the mental as well as physical well-being of HSCT patients and provide recommendations on how patients and their loved ones should be counseled both before and after the procedure.

Ultimately, the authors of this book consistently give the impression that their primary goal is to improve the quality of life of HSCT patients. Their passion is clearly evident throughout the work, and it is this enthusiasm that makes *Practical Hematopoietic Stem Cell Transplantation* an enjoyable, as well as a useful, read.
